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ABSTRACT 

As we know that our universe is so huge and spread far and expanding continuously, but it is also true that there is 

a limit of the universe. As considered universe is the result of big Bang, but I am not justifying completely by it because 

such type of bang never creates so far space and one question arising here that what was the reason of that bang. Creation 

of the universe is mutual. Our universe seems like infinite, but it is not because nothing is infinite in the universe as the 

universe is finite itself. Our Universe is one kind of closed system which is either sphere or just part of a sphere. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The universe is not at all but its existence is Like an atom. But it doesn’t mean that a super system which contains 

universe is infinite. It is true that it is so large but that super system which can be said super universe is also finite. Our 

whole universe is sitting in a closed system such a way thatuniverseseems like an atom and that closed system exists like 

universe and that closed system in another closed system in which closed system of our universe looks like an atom and 

that closed system as the universe and so on. It goes up-to seven times and that seventh closed system contained sixth 

closed system can be say it super system or super universe. Each thing present on our earth is part of our universe and since 

the universe is part of its closed system and so on. So it is clear that our earth is part of that super system. And since earth 

is spherical it means that super system is also either sphere or just part of the sphere and in both cases it is finite. Our whole 

super system is finite, then our universe is also finite. 

EXPLANATION  

The universe is like a smoke. Originally, there was a big fire in the universe. This fire came due to rub between 

several stones present in it. This fire burnt everything present in it and made smoke. Over millions years, it cooled down 

and become possible life on many planets. In other words, the universe is a result of burning gives millions of celestial 

bodies cool from outside and burnt inside yet. The universe is finite because smoky existence is finite and it is spherical in 

shape and everything present in it is finite. It looks like spreading infinitely, but it spread finitely in a closed system. I 

observed that anything present on earth is part of earth and earth is spherical. So we can say that each thing present on 

earth either a sphere or just part of a sphere. Same as our earth lie in the solar system which is elliptical in shape (elongated 

sphere) and then milky way consists many solar systems are either sphere or just part of a sphere. Considering this 

phenomenon, I found a new concept which is discussed below, which name is “Sphere Theory”. 

Sphere Theory 

“Everything is either sphere or just part of a sphere”. The universe is either sphere or just part of the sphere and 

each thing present in it either sphere or just part of a sphere. Our solar system is in elliptical shape which is elongated 
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sphere. Every finite thing is either sphere or just part of a sphere. The universe is a collection of finite things are also finite. 

Above theory deals about shape of any object present in the universe. Also a collection of finite things is finite. 

Our universe is much small as compare to a closed system which is “Super System “ in which our universe exists. We can 

understand it as follows--- 

Suppose our earth is like one sand particle on a much far wide ground and the size of this first ground is like one 

sand particle compare to the size of second ground. The size of second ground is like one sand particle comparable to the 

third ground and so on up-to seven grounds. So it is wrong to say that our galaxy has an infinite solar system, but finite, 

this is another thing is that we are unable to count it. Yes, it is true that size of Super System is out of our thought but it is 

also finite. Only our creature who creates it who has supreme power and authority, can do anything, can create anything--

our almighty GOD is infinite. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The universe is finite and made up of smoke spreading in a closed system. A “super system” contains universe in 

it and there exists many such universes in it which are finite but human being can not count it due unable to go outside of 

the universe.  
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